Management of Wastewater
in Portsmouth and Havant

Budds Farm Wastewater Treatment Works
treats the wastewater from homes across
Portsmouth, Havant, Hayling Island,

Historically, wastewater from Portsmouth
was released, untreated each day through
an outfall pipe into the sea at Eastney.

Horndean and Hambledon.

Havant’s wastewater was treated at
Budds Farm and released directly into
Langstone Harbour.

It serves nearly 410,000 people and during
normal weather conditions treats almost
109 million litres of wastewater per day,
enough to fill nearly 47 Olympic-sized
swimming pools. During storm conditions
it can treat up to 200 million litres per day.

Both these practices stopped in 2000 when
Southern Water completed an environmental
improvement programme to vastly improve
wastewater treatment and improve the
quality of the seawater off the Portsmouth
coastline and in Langstone Harbour.

Cosham, Paulsgrove, Waterlooville,

The tunnel under construction between Eastney and Budds Farm

Budds Farm was upgraded to receive and
treat the wastewater from Portsmouth.
The flows from the city travel from Eastney
Pumping Station along a pipeline within a
7.8km tunnel that runs beneath Langstone
Harbour to Budds Farm.

Here it combines with the flows from
Havant and Hayling Island and goes
through a number of phases of treatment
before all the cleaned wastewater is
returned back along the tunnel to Eastney
where it is released 5.7km out to sea
through a long sea outfall.
In 2007, Southern Water made further
improvements at Budds Farm to enhance
the wastewater treatment at the site.
It is one of only two sites in the UK
incorporating a four-stage Bardenpho
Process for biological nutrient removal.
The removal of nutrients such as nitrogen
helps to reduce algal blooms forming in
coastal waters. These blooms may reduce
the amount of oxygen in the water and
can smother other creatures, leading to
a reduced food source for important
birdlife in the harbour.

Biological treatment at Budds Farm
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This level of treatment ensures the site
meets stringent European Union legislation
for seawater quality.

1 Eastney – the long sea outfall releases
treated wastewater and some stormwater
into the Solent deep water channel.

Stormwater Management
During periods of heavy rainfall the flows
to Eastney and Budds Farm significantly
increase when rainwater enters the sewers.

2 Fort Cumberland – This outfall releases
stormwater into the sea at Fort
Cumberland. Before it is released the water
is settled in the storm tanks, so the solid
waste sinks to the bottom. The highly
diluted stormwater then passes through
screens that stop waste products, such as
nappies, toilet tissue and sanitary products,
from entering the sea.

In Portsmouth in particular there are few
‘surface water’ sewers so the rainwater and
foul water share the same pipes and all the
water will travel to Eastney Pumping Station.
Flows arriving at the site can increase
from 700 litres per second during dry
weather to 20,000 litres per second
during heavy rainfall.
Four storm tanks that hold a total of
40 million litres of water are positioned
underground at Fort Cumberland to store
stormwater during heavy rain. There are
also four storm tanks at Budds Farm that
hold a further seven million litres of
stormwater. When the rain subsides,
the contents of the tanks are sent to
the main works for treatment.

The screens at Fort Cumberland were
damaged during a storm in 2010.
A temporary solution has been put in
place but during severe weather they
are struggling to cope with the force of
the flows. Southern Water is planning
a £10 million scheme to provide a
permanent solution at Fort Cumberland.

However, during prolonged heavy rainfall
and periods of flash flooding, these tanks
can fill up and there can be a need to
release water to avoid the sewer system
becoming overwhelmed and causing flooding
of homes, businesses and the environment.

3 Langstone Harbour – This outfall
releases stormwater from the tanks at
Budds Farm when they become full as a
result of heavy rainfall. The stormwater is
settled and screened before it is released.
4 Langstone Harbour – There is a second
outfall at Budds Farm that Southern Water
is permitted to use if Eastney Pumping
Station is unable to cope with the volume
of treated wastewater returning to the site
from Budds Farm for release through the
long sea outfall. On such occasions,
Southern Water is permitted to release
treated wastewater directly from Budds
Farm into Langstone Harbour.

On such occasions water is released through
designated outfall pipes. These are pipes
that the Environment Agency has agreed
that Southern Water can use during storm
conditions and emergency situations, to
release heavily diluted wastewater, generally
99.98 per cent rainwater and 0.02 per cent
sewage, into the sea to prevent flooding.
These legal outfalls are monitored and local
agencies are notified when they are used.

There is also an emergency outfall at
Brockhampton Creek that Southern Water
is permitted to use if there is a serious
plant failure at Budds Farm.

Within the Portsmouth and Havant system
there are four main outfalls to prevent
flooding.
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There are many other outfalls around Langstone Harbour that are owned and operated
by other organisations and agencies, which are not the responsibility of Southern Water.
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Further investment to reduce
flooding in Portsmouth

New early warning technology
at Eastney

Rainwater and wastewater currently share
the same sewers in Portsmouth and the
system can become overloaded during
storms. We will be building new sewers
for rainwater and pumping stations to
ensure that a significant amount is
directed straight out to sea rather than
into the combined sewers. This will take
the pressure off the system and reduce
the amount of water flowing to Eastney
Pumping Station during storms, reducing
the risk of flooding.

During dry weather, flows at Eastney
pumping station are pumped using electric
pumps. However, in storm conditions,
large diesel driven pumps are used to
provide extra pumping capacity at the
site and pump the additional flows.
These pumps have to be warmed up
before coming on stream and the start
up process can take some time.

The £20 million scheme will take place
in various locations across the city
between 2012 and 2015. The work will
benefit the whole city, particularly areas
that have suffered flooding in the past.

Southern Water is developing new
technology that will provide a real time
monitoring and control system for Eastney
Pumping Station. The system will use:
• Weather forecasts providing advanced
warning of severe rainfall expected
in the area
• Monitors that will be positioned in the
up-stream sewers to provide information
about the volume of flows passing
through them that will be linked directly
to the Eastney Control Room
• Permanent rain gauges positioned across
the Portsmouth area that are also linked
into the system to provide information
about rainfall levels
Together, this will provide a much more
accurate prediction of the flows expected
at Eastney and when they will arrive, giving
the team on site advanced warning so they
can get the appropriate number of pumps
up and running ready to deal with the
increased flows.

Flooding in Eastney
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Fat causes floods
Please don’t pour fat, oil and grease
down sinks or toilets because this
accounts for about two-thirds
of sewer blockages.
Fat, oil and grease stick to the
inside of drains and sewers.
Over time, this hardens to
form a concrete-like material
that can block the entire
pipe, causing flooding.
Please follow these simple
Dos and Don’ts:

Fat deposits harden and stick to
the inside of drains and sewers

DO

DON’T

• Wipe and scrape utensils and plates
before washing and dispose of any
waste with your household rubbish

• Use hot water to rinse grease off pots
and pans or surfaces

• Pour fat, oil and grease into a container
to harden and dispose of it with your
household rubbish

• Pour grease or fat down sinks or into
toilets

Contact us
For further information please contact:
Customer Service Centre
Southern Water Southern House, Yeoman Road, Worthing BN13 3NX
Telephone:

3060_09.11
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